
PERNAND-VERGELESSES 2017

SITUATION
Production area : 44 ha
Altitude : 250-300 m

TERROIR
Located at the end of the North part of la Butte de Corton, the Pernand-Vergelesses A.O.C
produces white wines on clayey limestone soils with crushed stones and the rock. We pick
the grapes later than elsewhere. Cuvee vinified from terroirs of Frétille, Sous les Clous,
Morand and Les Pins.
Soil : Calcareous Clay

IN THE VINEYARD
Wine-Growing method : Sustainable
Harvest: 100 % manual

WINEMAKING
At their arrival in our cellar, the grapes are immediately and carefully pressed with a
pneumatic press .
100 % crushed grappe
Finning: yes
Filtration : yes

MATURATION
8 months (whose 4 months in stainless steel tank)
100% oak barrels (whose 15% of new oak)

VARIETALS
Chardonnay 100%

SPECIFICATIONS
Alcohol level (% vol.): 13 % vol.

SPECIFICATIONS
Age of vines: 36 years ans

SERVING TIPS
Serving temperature : 10-12°C
Should be drunk between 2020 and 2023

TASTING NOTES
Aromas of hawthorn, acacia which evolve with age to ambre, honey and spices. A
harmonious and pleasant body on the palate.

FOOD PAIRING
Ideal with the pastas and risottos with seafood, the cheeses such as the blue cheeses.
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PERNAND-VERGELESSES 2017

REVIEWS AND AWARDS

88pts
"This is a limestone soil with iron oxide character, definitely a white
wine Pale lemon colour. There is an attractive perfume to the nose her
with slightly sweeter fruit than many a more chiselled Pernand. It is a
wine that is after the popular vote and does that job very well. Actually
there are some very pretty mineral notes behind, along with a certain
succulence of fruit."
Jasper Morris, Jasper Morris, 01/02/2019

17/20
"Superb nutty oak spice with judicious struck-match reduction lending
extra complexity. Wonderful vivid apple fruit too. Really expressive and
powerful, with great concentration."
Jancis Robinson, 18/01/2019

"A modestly intense nose, but there’s fine clarity, and width. Volume, a
suggestion of minerality, salinity for sure, that slightly reductive style of
flavour that I associate with Pernand, beautiful clarity – this is delicious,
with a hint of finishing phenolic texture."
Bill Nanson, Burgundy Report, 01/12/2018
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